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NEW RELEASES THE LIBRARIAN OF AUSCHWITZ 

ANTONIO ITURBE / SALVA RUBIO / LORETO AROCA

Summary:

On the all-engulfing black mud of Auschwitz, Fredy Hirsch has secretly built a school. In a place where books are forbidden, 
young Dita hides under her dress the fragile volumes of the smallest, most hidden and clandestine public library that has ever 
existed. 

Amidst the horror, Dita offers us a wonderful lesson in courage: she does not give up and never loses the will to live or to read 
because, even in that terrible extermination camp, “opening a book is like getting on a train that takes you on vacation.” 
A poignant novel based on true events that rescues from oblivion one of the most striking stories of cultural heroism.

Sales points: 

• True testimony of a young girl who risked her life to keep the magic of books alive during the Holocaust.
• Graphic adaptation of an international bestseller that has already captivated more than 500,000 readers.
• Salva Rubio is a renowned writer of comics (El fotógrafo de Mauthausen, Max), essays and novels.

About the authors:

SALVA RUBIO:  Writer and scriptwriter. He has worked for Dupuis, Le Lombart or Delcourt as a comic writer. As a scriptwriter, 
he has been a Goya nominee (Best animated film). Rubio is also a member of the Writers Guild of America and the Spanish 
Academy of Arts and Cinematography.

A note from the editor: 

“Salva and Loreto have adapted in a brilliant way one of the most emotional and touching stories of Spanish literature as written 
by Antonio Iturbe. This is a masterpiece of an Auschwitz story like no other.”

Publication date: April 2022

ISBN: 978-84-9174-933-2

Format: 183 x 255 mm / 144 pp.  Color.

Retail Price: 25€

One shot/series: One shot

Principal readership: 16+

Category: Historical drama, WWII
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THE THREE WOUNDS OF MIGUEL HERNÁNDEZ
CARLES ESQUEMBRE

Summary:

This graphic novel by Carles Esquembre offers us a very personal image of the Valencian poet, Miguel Hernández, which will 
seduce and dazzle all those who know the verses and the circumstances that surrounded the writer, and also those who for the 
first time approach his image through these pages.

Miguel Hernández. The Three Wounds: originality above all else, the power of suggestion and a personal imprint that endows 
each of the drawings with an intensity and illumination – in the broad sense of the word – that will last in the reader.

Sales points: 

• A thorough study of the life and work of Miguel Hernández: biographies, verses and historical documents.
• Carles Esquembre internalizes and refclets the figure of the poet with in an intelligent and sharp way.

About the authors:

CARLES ESQUEMBRE Cartoonist and cartoonist from Alicante trained at the Escuela Joso who had a parallel career as a 
member of the symphonic rock group Alternative5. ‘LORCA. Un poeta en Nueva York’ and ‘La Brigada Lincoln’ are some of their 
most renown titles.

A note from the editor: 

“Carles Esquembre, with help of Miguel Hernandez’s state, delivers the definitive biography of the Spanish author, in a perfectly 
and poetic graphic adaptation destined to become a reference in the graphic novel field for years to come”

Publication date: March 2022

ISBN: 978-84-9174-932-5

Format: 183 X 255 mm / 264 pp.  Color.

Retail Price: 18,95€

One shot/series: One shot

Principal readership: 18+

Category: Biography, Historical drama
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VENEZUELA. THE CHRONICLES OF ÁNGEL SASTRE  
ÁNGEL SASTRE / JON SEDANO / GUILLERMO FAJARDO / JUANCHO VELEZ

Summary:

The 2015 election in Venezuela favored the opposition by a majority, but as Maduro continued to exercise control over the 
Supreme Court of Justice, the Electoral Power and the Armed Forces, he remained in office. The people, and especially the 
students, began to show their discontent and to brand the government as authoritarian. As the months went by, the situation 
resulted in massive migration, shortages of basic goods and medicines, in addition to a financial crisis due to a fall in the value 
of crude oil, on which most social programs were based. The mobilizations and civil protests in the streets against Maduro’s 
government resembled, in part, the well-known Arab Spring, a fact that put the media spotlight on the country. Journalist Ángel 
Sastre, accustomed to conflict zones, has Latin America as his regular residence. Although in 2015 he was kidnapped for 
nine months by Al Qaeda in Syria, he didn’t want to stay away from the profession and returned to Venezuela to tell what was 
happening.

Sales points: 

• A rigorous journalistic work reimagined as a graphic novel.
• The political situation in Venezuela is one of the most controversial and of most interest.

About the authors:

ÁNGEL SASTRE (Don Benito, 1981) s a freelance journalist and war correspondent for radio, press and television. He has 
received several awards. In 2010 he received the Larra Award from the Madrid Press Association.

A note from the editor: 

“War reporter Angel Sastre needs to tell this story and only a graphic novel could do it justice. With the help of an amazing team, 
this new war report in grahic novel form will tremble the foundations of what we understood as war journalism until now”

Publication date: October 2022

ISBN: 978-84-1112-000-5

Format: 183 X 225 mm / 152 pp. Color.

Retail Price: 20€

One shot/series: One shot

Principal readership: 18+

Category: Journalism
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FOUR POETS AT WAR 
IAN GIBSON / QUIQUE PALOMO

Summary:

In the moving pages of this work, Ian Gibson traces an accurate journey through the lives of four magnificent poets of our time: 
Federico García Lorca, Antonio Machado, Miguel Hernández, and Juan Ramón Jiménez, in a jarring study of the loyalty to the 
Republican cause of four of the best poetic voices of 20th century Spain, repressed with death in exile, execution without trial 
and death in prison.

Sales points: 

• The definitive work on the distinguished poets of the Spanish Republic.
• Ian Gibson is one of the most renowned Hispanists.

About the authors:

IAN GIBSON (born 21 April 1939) is an Irish author and Hispanist known for his biographies of the poet Antonio Machado, the 
artist Salvador Dalí, the bibliographer Henry Spencer Ashbee, the filmmaker Luis Buñuel. and particularly his work on the poet 
and playwright Federico García Lorca, for which he won several awards, including the 1989 James Tait Black Memorial Prize 
for biography.

QUIQUE PALOMO illustrator based in Madrid especialized in children’s and youth books. Known above all for his collaboration 
with Ian Gibson in the work ‘Life and Death of Federico García Lorca’

A note from the editor: 

“Ian Gibson adapts his own book into graphic form with Quique Palomo’s art, blending the story of the four poets of the title by 
following them during war times in the same style as previous Gibson/Palomo’s contribution to graphic novels”

Publication date: September 2022

ISBN: 978-84-9174-999-8

Format: 183 x 255 mm / 120pp. Color.

Retail Price: 20€

One shot/series: One shot

Principal readership: 18+

Category: Historical drama
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NOTHING
CARMEN LAFORET / CLAUDIO STASSI

Summary:

A few years after the Spanish Civil War, Andrea arrived in Barcelona to study Literature at the University. During her stay in the 
wonderful city of Barcelona, she will stay at the home of relatives, but the expectation she feels in those initial magical moments 
will be completely erased in the exact same time the door of the apartment opens. From that moment on, everything will seem 
like a nightmare. The family atmosphere will become increasingly unbearable and the pain of the protagonist’s loneliness will be 
linked to her figure, a shadow barely reflected in a mirror. At the end of the year, she believes she has taken nothing with her but, 
nevertheless, how heavy the lived baggage is!

Sales points: 

•  Based on the renowned novel by Carmen Laforet, first winner of the Nadal Prize.
• Claudio Stassi perfectly illustrates the stifling family atmosphere and decadence of post-war Barcelona.

About the authors:

CLAUDIO STASSI (1978 in Palermo) lives and works in Barcelona. He has published for numerous Italian and foreign publishers. 
For Sergio Bonelli Editore, he draws in the series Dylan Dog and Dampyr. In 2007 he published Brancaccio. Stories of the 
Everyday Mafia, written by Giovanni Di Gregorio, and won the Micheluzzi Prize and the Boscarato Prize.

A note from the editor: 

“Celebrating Carmen Laforet’s 100th anniversary, Claudio Stassi portrays with incredible art Laforet’s famous novel about a 
coming-of-age story in Barcelona at the beginning of the 20th century”

Publication date: September 2021

ISBN: 978-84-1341-688-5

Format: 183 x 255 mm / 208 pp.  Color.

Retail Price: 25€

One shot/series: One shot

Principal readership: 18+

Category: Drama
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ALL THIS I WILL GIVE YOU 
I. L. ESCUDERO / MARC GARRETA / DOLORES REDONDO

Summary:

In the Ribeira Sacra, Álvaro dies as a result of a fateful accident. When Manuel, his husband, arrives in Galicia to recognize the 
body, he discovers that the investigation into the case has been closed too quickly. The rejection of his powerful in-laws prompts 
him to flee, but the suspicion that this is not the first death in his social circle that has been masked as accidental will make 
Manuel choose to investigate what really happened. So Lucas, a priest friend from Alvaro’s childhood; Nogueira, a retired agent 
of the Guardia Civil, and Manuel will team up to rebuild the secret life of the man they thought they knew well.

Sales points: 

•  Based on the best-seller of Dolores Redondo, winner of the prestigious Planeta Award.

About the authors:

I.L.ESCUDERO (Barcelna, 1976) studied at the Escola Joso and later at the ESCAC (Escuela Superior de Audiovisuales de 
Catalunya). In addition to having worked as a filmmaker and, above all, in the field of post-production, he has written various 
video clips, short films, documentaries, and even a video game.

MARC GARRETA (Barcelona, 1986) he studied Graphic Art at the Escola Joso in Barcelona. He has worked in advertising 
agencies making advertising storyboards. Also as an illustrator or even a graphic designer.

DOLORES REDONDO (Donostia-San Sebastián, 1969) is the author of the Baztán Trilogy, the most important literary phenomenon 
in Spanish in recent years. The three installments, The Invisible Guardian, Legacy in the Bones and Offering to the Storm, have 
reached two and a half million loyal readers.

A note from the editor: 

“After THE BAZTAN TRILOGY, Dolores Redondo won the Planeta Award with this thriller so perfectly adapted by Escudero and 
Garreta in a black and White sober graphic novel, adapting the twists and turns of the original novel in a page-turner graphic 
novel”

Publication date: October 2021

ISBN: 978-84-1341-196-5

Format: 183 x 255 mm / 136 pp.  Color.

Retail Price: 25€

One shot/series: One shot

Principal readership: 18+

Category: Thriller, Drama
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THE INVISIBLE GIRL
ALBA CARDONA / BLUE JEANS

Summary:

A corpse appears in the locker room of the Rubén Darío high school. The dead girl is Aurora Ríos, a withdrawn and friendless 
teenager who hardly interacted with anyone. She was practically invisible to almost everyone.
The body presents a strong blow to the head and next to it there’s a peculiar object; a compass. Julia Plaza, classmate of the 
invisible girl, is obsessed with finding answers. Will she be able to solve the enigma?

Sales points: 

• Blue Jeans is one of the most widely read national authors of juvenile literature and with more followers on social networks.
• Alba Cardona illustrates with a personal style close to manga a highly successful Young Adult novel.

About the authors:

BLUE JEANS (Sevilla, 1972) is considered one of the most renowned Spanish young adult writers.

ALBA CARDONA (Barcelona, 1992) is a cartoonist and illustrator. She began participating in collective comics with short stories 
(Primavera Graphic Sound, Journey to Shambala) and working as a colorist for international publishers (Image, Insight Comics, 
Steinkis). In 2019 she published her first manga as a full author in Planeta Manga magazine.

A note from the editor: 

“Blue Jeans is a master of Young Adult literatura and his first thriller became a true phenomenon worldwide. Now, with the TV 
series in the Works, Alba Cardona delivers a fast and dynamic adaptation in graphic novel form, with a color palette that brings 
this world to life”

Publication date: November 2020

ISBN: 978-84-1341-086-9

Format: 183 x 255 mm. / 264 pp.  Color.

Retail Price: 20€

One shot/series: One shot

Principal readership: 13+

Category: Young adult thriller
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FATHERLAND
FERNANDO ARAMBURU/TONI FEZJULA

Summary:

On the day that ETA anounces that it will abandon the armed struggle, Bittori visits the cementery to tell the grave of her husband, 
el Txato, assassinated by the terrorists, that she has decided to return to the house where they lived. Will she be able to live with 
those who harassed her before and after the attack that upset her life and that of her family? Will she be able to know who was 
the hooded man who on a rainy day killed her husband on the way home from his transport company?

Sales points: 

• Patria has solded more than 500.000 copies. 50.000 in only one month.
• Toni Fejzula is an award comic book artist and has worked with Greg Rucka or John Arcudi.

About the authors:

TONI FEJZULA (Belgrad, 1980) is a comic book writer and artist from Serbia with several published works. Together with Greg 
Rucka, an Eisner award comic book writer, has published Veil (2015). Dead Inside (2017), published by Planeta Cómic, is his 
last work. 

FERNANDO ARAMBURU (San Sebastián, 1959) is considered one of the most renowned Spanish writers. He is the author of El 
vigilante del fiordo (2011) and Los peces de la amargura (2006). 

A note from the editor: 

“Fatherland has become the most succesful fiction novel in Spanish in the last few years with more than 500.000 copies sold. It 
will become an HBO TV show, granting a continuos success for many years to come. The graphic novel is sure to become as 
big a success as its novel. Toni Fejzula adapts in a +250 pages graphic novel this emotional story of a generation with a superb 
style and art.”

Publication date: November 2019

ISBN: 978-84-9173-723-0

Format: 264 pp.  Color.

Retail Price: 35€

One shot/series: One shot

Principal readership: 18+

Category: Drama

BASADO EN LA NOVELA DE FERNANDO ARAMBURU

TONI FEJZULA
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THE CITY OF MARVELS
EDUARDO MENDOZA/CLAUDIO STASSI

Summary:

Onofre Bouvila, an ambitious young peasant, travels to Barcelona in the late nineteenth century, where he becomes a wealthy 
man via baldness cures, burglary, land speculation, film production, arms smuggling and international finance.

Sales points: 

• Based on the best-selling novel by the best-seller author Eduardo Mendoza, published around the world with thousands of 
copies sold in several languages.
• Set during the Universal Expo of Barcelona in the 19th Century.
• Graphic novel adaptation in the same style and tone of Javi Rey’s INTEMPERIE.
• Adapted by Claudio Stassi, one of the best contemporary European artists.

About the authors:

EDUARDO MENDOZA (Barcelona, 1943) is a multi-awarded and well-known Spanish author. Mendonza has delighted 
generations of readers and new authors with his prolific and rich works (Sin noticias de Gurb, Riña de gatos, La verdad sobre 
el caso Savolta, El laberinto de las aceitunas). The city of wonders is one of his master pieces. 

CLAUDIO STASSI.  Italian artist that has worked for European publishers like Casterman or Bonelli, just to mention only a few 
of his classic and huge amount of work. As of today, Stassi lives in Barcelona and keeps working for Bonelli every month, as 
well as working as a teacher at one of the most prestigious Comic Art Schools in Europe: Escola Joso.

A note from the editor: 

“Eduardo Mendoza’s classic The City of Marvels is one of the best known novels in contemporary fiction of a Barcelona that 
may not come back. Claudio Stassi is doing one of his best work in tryin g to captivate that setting with a particular tone and 
rythm that will mark this as a graphic novel for the ages.”

Publication date: March 2020

ISBN: 978-84-1341-087-6

Format: 171x240 mm, 200 pp.  Color.

Retail Price: 25€

One shot/series: One shot

Principal readership: 18+

Category: Drama, History, Adventures
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SARA SOLER/ANTONIO PAMPLIEGA
EN LA OSCURIDAD

Summary:

In the mid-2015, three Spanish journalists cross the Turkish border towards Syria. It is the twelfth trip on this zone for Antonio 
Pampliega, who now has a feeling that something it is not as it should be. Suddenly, a van appears from nowhere, and six 
armed men pull them out from their vehicle. His contact on the zone has betrayed them and now they are in the hands of Al 
Qaeda.

In this story, Pampliega gives a first-person account of his kidnapping and his struggle to maintain hope for their release alive. 
This is also a story that gives voice to those who has lived through this experience and survived, but also to those who did not.

Sales points: 

• A raw and vivid story about fighting to stay alive mentally and physically. 
• Sara Soler’s talent gives a fresh view to this harsh story.
• Film in production.

About the authors:

SARA SOLER is a young freelance designer and cartoonist based in Barcelona. She has drawn Red & Blue (2017), a colorful 
fantasy comic book published by Panini about two monster slayers struggling to pay the rent.

ANTONIO PAMPLIEGA (Madrid, 1982) Antonio Pampliega is a journalist and has covered several war zones since 2008. 
He has published Afganistán. La vida más allá de la batalla (2010) and Siria. Más allá de Bab-al Salam (2013) and Siria. La 
primavera marchita (2015). He was one of the first journalists who entered Syria after the start of the conflict. 

A note from the editor: 

“Sara Soler’s first adaptation is proof of her new talent. Sara distorts conventions in graphic storytelling by adapting Antonio 
Pampliega’s heartbreaking story of his kidnapping by Al Qaeda. The result is a touching and emotional graphic novel created 
by one of Spain’s best rising talents.”

Publication date: March 2018

ISBN: 978-84-9173-722-3

Format: 171 x 240 mm / 96 pp. Hardcover. 
B&W

Retail Price: 20€

One shot/series: One shot

Principal readership: 18+

Category: Non fiction, journalism
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JAVI REY/JESÚS CARRASCO
OUT IN THE OPEN - INTEMPERIE

Summary:

A runaway child. A dry and violent country. A closed-minded world, without names, dates or morality. In such a scenario, this 
boy will have the opportunity to learn the painful rudiments of judgement or embrace the violence forever.
Through archetypes such as the child or the sheriff, the author builds a strong story, gifted with great lyricism. A literary debut 
with classic soul.

Sales points: 

• Graphic version of this best-selling novel by Jesús Carrasco.  
• Novel published in 30 countries. More than 500,000 copies sold.
• Film in production (Morena Films).

About the authors:

JAVI REY (Barcelona). Freelance illustrator, story boarder and comic book author,  Rey has worked with Frank Giroud in 
Adelante!.

JESÚS CARRASCO (Badajoz, 1972). Since 1996 he has worked as a copywriter, an activity that combines with novel writing. 
Intemperie has established him as one of the most stunning debuts on the international literary scene...

A note from the editor: 

“When we started developing what would become this graphic novel adaptation almost four years ago, not even in my wildest 
dreams I would have conceived the result as what Javi Rey has done with this story. This is one of the best graphic novels ever 
to be created. And I would say this no matter who would have published it”.

Publication date: November 2016

ISBN: 978-84-16636-06-8 

Format: 17,1 x 24 cm/ 152 pp. Hardcover. 
Color
 
Retail Price: 25 €

One shot/series: One shot

Rights sold in: France (Dupuis), UK/USA 
(Selfmade Hero), Italy (Renoir Comics)
Principal readership: 18+

Category: Rural thriller
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PLANETA CÓMIC
GRUPO PLANETA (SPAIN)

www.planetacomic.com
Facebook/Twitter/Instagram: @PlanetadComic

FOR INTERNATIONAL RIGHTS INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: 

Lora Fountain

AGENCE LITTERAIRE LORA FOUNTAIN & ASSOCIATES 

7, rue de Belfort | 75011 Paris, France

Telephone: +33-1-43-56-21-96 | Mobile: +33-6-78-00-22-11

Email: lora@fountlit.com

www.lorafountainagency.com


